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Abstract— This paper suggests a PM10 forecast model using
Long Short Term Memory (LSTM). Data used for the study are
collected from Seoul, Korea for the period of January 2005 up to
March 2016. As the collected data has a lot of noise, the moving
average technique is used to preprocess data for smoothing. Time
series data of PM10 was converted into 30-day sequence data to use
it as the input data for LSTM. LSTM learns through the sliding
window process where sequence data moves to the space adjacent to
it. The linear regression and recurrent neural network models are
compared to evaluate the performance of LSTM. From the result, the
suggested model showed a 500% improvement over linear regression
and 100% over the recurrent neural network for its performance level.

(RNN) [5], RNN has a drawback of not being able to study the
data for long periods of time. LSTM is a model that overcomes
this drawback of the RNN.
A 30 days MA value randomly assigned is used to convert
the time series data into sequence data. The converted sequence
data is used as input data for the LSTM model and the output
data is forecast for the next day. Such a process of moving to
the immediately adjacent dataset is called sliding window and
the LSTM model is trained based on this. Rectified Linear Unit
(ReLU) [6] is used as the activation function utilized at the
output of the model. The performance of the non-stationary
model is optimized by using the Root Mean Square
Propagation (RMSProp) [7] optimization function. In addition,
it is comparatively evaluated against another similar
optimization function, Adagrad [8]. In order to measure the
performance of the LSTM forecast model, this paper uses Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE)[9]. RMSE is used to illustrate the
differences between the real value and the value of the trained
model when forecasting. The performance of the model
improves as the value of RMSE approaches zero. Hence,
RMSE is used to compare its own performance with the
existing models previously studied. The linear regression
model and the RNN of a neural network are used with Adagrad
of LSTM for comparison. The comparison analysis shows that
the suggested LSTM model displayed a performance 500%
better than that of linear regression and 100% better than that
of the RNN model.
The content of this paper is as follows: Section 2 analyzes
the related research, and Section 3 explains the model used.
Section 4 describes the data collection method, whereas
Section 5 describes the PM10 forecast method by using LSTM.
Section 6 explains the evaluation on the forecast model, and
finally, Section 7 concludes this paper as well as describes the
direction of future research.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper suggests a time series data-based PM10 density
forecast model using Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) [1].
The data used here are the PM10 data of Seoul, Korea from
January 2005 to March 2016, downloaded from the Arikorea [2]
website.
PM10 refers to the particulate matter 10 μm or below in
diameter that floats in the air for a long period of time. PM10
has an adverse effect on skin and the respiratory system, and is
a matter worth being cautious about, according to worldwide
climate change. In order to forecast such particulate matter,
many forecasting models using statistical techniques and
machine learning have been studied. Previous studies on the
PM10 forecast were based on the models of linear regression
and neural networks [3]. Unlike them, this paper suggests a
PM10 forecast model using LSTM.
PM10 data of Seoul, Korea from January 2005 to March
2016 are first collected. Although there is data from other
regions available, PM10 data of Seoul are collected as it has
the highest population.
PM10 data collected are preprocessed with the Moving
Average (MA). Based on the preprocessed data, a learning
phase using the LSTM model is conducted and the density of
PM10 is forecasted. Comparing the Recurrent Neural Network

II.

RELATED WORK

Section 2 describes the related work on the data and the
model used in this paper. Areas of research include PM10, the
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PM10 forecast using machine learning and the forecast using
LSTM. Related researches in these areas are described.

C. Lipton [21] used LSTM to solve the classification
problem of medical data. Once the patients’ Electronic Health
Record (EHR) time series data was classified by LSTM, the
medical data was learned and the patients were classified in
this research. P. Malhotra [22] studied the ideal value data by
using LSTM. Ideal value data is a phenomenon that appears
when there is a sudden increase of data in an average data
distribution. Hence, this research converted time series data
into sequence data, studied the stacked LSTM model, and
forecast the future ideal value data. Besides this, there has been
research forecasting time series data by using RNN and the
LSTM model [23].
Many existing researches use variables to forecast. The
problem with this research is that data represents only short
periods of time and the forecast accuracy is low. Therefore, this
paper uses data spanning 10 years and uses the univariate
LSTM model to forecast PM10.

A. Research on PM10
Particulate matter in the air can be classified into TSP,
PM10, and PM2.5. PM10 refers to the particulate matter 10 μm
or below in diameter that floats in the air for long periods of
time.
PM10 increases due to the influence of climatic conditions
[10]. PM10 can also increase rapidly due to the influence of
smog and yellow dust [11].
PM10 is often regarded as not very harmful to the human
body but in actuality, it is harmful to skin and respiratory
systems [12]. WHO [13] has established a PM10 guideline and
advice accordingly, whereas the United States [14] offers a
guideline to protect the health of the people and to foster a
clean air environment.
B. Research on PM10 forecast using Machine Learning
PM10 has been forecast in much of the research previously.
D. Vlachogiannis [15] used the feed-forward neural network,
linear regression, and the hybrid clustering algorithm model to
forecast PM10. He used the time series data of Helsinki,
Finland from November 31 to December 1, 2003, and used
characteristics like PM10, O3, relative humidity, wind speed,
and wind direction. S. Thomas [16] suggested a method using
the regression model and the neural network model to develop
a model to forecast PM2.5 and carbon dioxide on highways. M.
Misity [17] used the mixture linear regression model to
forecast time series PM10 data from 2007 to 2011. In total, six
different areas were used for the research and linear regression
and the EM algorithm were combined and studied. While using
the machine learning approach, H. A. Hamid [18] used
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) and Support Vector
Machines (SVMs) to forecast the PM10 density of the
roadsides of downtown Hong Kong. PM10 data and weather
data from 2008 to 2011 were used for the research and PM10
was forecast based on map-based learning using two levels (0
and 1). PM10 forecast research using machine learning has
been actively engaged in practical applications [19].
Existing research has used the linear regression model and
the neural network model of machine learning to conduct the
research. However, there has not been a case where LSTM was
used to forecast PM10. Therefore, this paper conducts research
by comparing LSTM to linear-regression of the existing
machine-learning algorithm, as well as to the RNN of a neural
network.

III. MODEL DESCRIPTION
Section 3 explains the model used in this study and its
evaluation. The model used in this paper is linear regression,
RNN, and LSTM; these models are explained in detail.
A. Linear Regression
Linear regression is a statistical method used in forecasting
the relationship between variables. There are different types of
linear regression. Simple linear regression only uses a single
independent variable to dependent variables, whereas multiple
linear regression uses many independent variables. For
example, if price change or competition influences the sales of
a specific brand, the linear regression model can forecast the
impact of each element towards the sales. Eq. (1) is a
mathematical formula for linear regression. α is the y-intercept,
β is the slope, and ε is the error.
yi = α + βxi + εi 

B. Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
RNN is used to process sequential information. RNN has a
loop that can study data continuously, and this loop helps
maintain information. Therefore, it has a structure in which
data of the past can influence the future. For example, when a
person reads an essay, he or she understands the next word or
sentence according to the previous context. This is the same as
thinking based on words and sentences already read instead of
reading all content in the essay. Just as being able to
understand the following content by remembering the context
right before, RNN is a model based on such structure. RNN is
most commonly used in voice recognition, translation, and
image captioning. It can be divided into LSTM, Gated
Recurrent Unit (GRU) [24] model, etc.
Eq. (2) is a mathematical formula for RNN. In Eq. (2), 𝑥𝑥𝑡𝑡 is
input vector; ℎ𝑡𝑡 is hidden layer vector; 𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 is output vector;
𝑊𝑊, 𝑈𝑈 and 𝑏𝑏is parameter matrices and vector; and σh and 𝜎𝜎𝑦𝑦 is
activation functions.
st = tanh(Uxi + Wst−1 )

C. Forecast research using LSTM
RNN is a type of neural network and LSTM has been
studied as one of the representative RNN. LSTM is a model
that does sequential computation by converting time series data
into the form of sequence data. Many data like these that
represent stocks, health, and network systems include time
series data. By converting a part of time series data into the
sequence data form and through continual learning, the LSTM
model can be developed.
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σt = softmax(Vst )

Since daily data is used as PM10 data, noise is dense. Noise
occurs without certain rules and it can be removed by a
smoothing technique using MA. Many different values can be
input into MA, but a random 30-day MA is used to remove
data noise before using the data. Fig. 1 (a) is the raw data of
PM10 and (b) is the result of preprocessing using MA.
When using a 30-day MA, the average data value of N
days is used as the data of N+1 days. Hence, the data from day
1 to day 30 are excluded.

C. Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
The strength of RNN is being able to connect the current
work with previous information. However, RNN shows
problem in connecting with information as the distance from
the previous data increases. This is called long-term
dependency. Hence, LSTM has been studied to resolve the
long-term dependency problem of RNN. The core of LSTM is
the continuous cell state coming through the gate, which is the
horizontal line passing the upper part of the diagram. The
continuous cell state is called the conveyer belt. Information
coming through the conveyer belt continues without change.
LSTM can add or delete information through the gates of input,
forget and output. In conclusion, a gate plays the role that lets
information pass through selectively and by using this, learning
continues by deleting old data.
Eq. (3) is a mathematical formula of LSTM. LSTM is
calculated by using gate vector. To explain gate vector, ft is the
forget gate vector and acts as the weight of remembering old
information. it is the input gate vector and acts as the weight of
acquiring new information, whereas ot is the output gate vector,
playing the role of selecting output candidates. xt is the input
vector; ht is the output vector; ct is the cell state vector; and
W, Uand b are parameter matrices and a vector, respectively.
ft , it , and ot are gate vectors. Within LSTM, there are 3
activation functions. σg is the sigmoid function, σc is the
hyperbolic tangent, and σt is the hyperbolic tangent, used as
σh (x) = x.
ft = σg (Wf xt + Uf ht−1 + bf )

V.

PM10 FORECAST MODEL USING LSTM

Section 5 describes the formation of the LSTM PM10
forecast model used in this paper. LSTM learns based on
sequence data. Therefore, the sequence data used as input data
and the parameter used as well as the LSTM model learning
method are explained.
A. Generating sequence data
LSTM learns data by using sequence data. Hence, time
series data needs to be transformed into sequence data in order
to create the feature to use as input data of LSTM. This study
restructures data after preprocessing as a single sequence and
learns the LSTM model.
Fig. 2 is an example explaining the sequence used in this
paper. The first sequence of Fig. 2 is data from t day to t+2
day forecasting t+3 day, whereas the second sequence uses
t+1 day to t+3 day to forecast t+4 day.
B. PM10 Forecast LSTM model
The overall flow of the PM10 LSTM model is shown in
Fig. 3. The LSTM model was developed based on the RNN
and is composed of cells with many gates attached. Sequence
data enters through the input gate, and then goes through the
mini-batch process of partial learning; the forecast value on
one of the sequences is output through ReLU among
activation functions right after output gate. The LSTM model
repeats this process.
LSTM has an input gate, output gate, and forget gate.
Sequence data created previously enters through the input gate
of PM10 forecasting LSTM model. Data coming in through
the input gate uses mini-batch to learn not all the data but a
part of the data repeatedly.
The output gate outputs through ReLU the value of the next
day forecast with data across 30 days. ReLU is normally used
for image recognition. ReLU maintains the values greater than
1 as linear values and outputs the values that are less than or
equal to 0 as 0. Hence, this paper uses ReLU to output data
greater than 0 when learning.
RNN is calculated from the past concealed value, but data
long past is difficult to calculate the gradient from. This
phenomenon is known as vanishing gradients, and the forget
gate among LSTM solves the vanishing gradients problem by

it = σg (Wf xt + Uf ht−1 + bf )

ot = σg (Wo xt + Uo ht−1 + bo )

ct = ft ∘ ct−1 + it ∘ σc (Wc xt + Uc ht−1 + bc )

ℎ𝑡𝑡 = 𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑡 ∘ 𝜎𝜎ℎ (𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡 )
IV. DATA SET

This section describes the collection of the data set used in
this paper, as well as the preprocessing method. Ideal value
data and Not a Number (NaN) data were removed from the
collected data and preprocessing was done by using MA,
which is a smoothing technique.
Data used for forecasting PM10 are collected from the
AirKorea website managed by the Korea Environment
Corporation. Data collected are PM10 data of the Seoul region
from January 1, 2005 to March 31, 2016. Preprocessing is
done to remove NaN data and ideal value data. NaN data
occurs when there is an error in the PM10 collection
equipment. Ideal value data occurs when PM10 number
increases rapidly, and it is removed because it brings the
performance of the model down.
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only allowing a part of data to be used.

Fig. 2. Sequence data example

The RMSE value is measured by changing the values of the
parameter list in Table 1. Finally, the parameter used for the
PM10 forecast LSTM model is shown in Table 1.
In order to optimize the model, RMSProp is used.
RMSProp is normally used to optimize non-stationary time
series [26]. Non-stationary time series means not knowing
where the time series would flow towards (e.g. stock market).
Through the random parameter assigned by the user,
RMSProp updates itself and acts to control the learning rate.
Therefore, RMSProp is used for optimized models.
The tool used in this paper is Keras [27], which is a deep
learning tool of Python. In addition, the LSTM algorithm
among Keras’ RNN models is used in studying forecasts from
the PM10 data collected.

(a)

VI. EVALUATION
Section 6 explains the performance evaluation algorithm and
the formation of the training set, the test set, and the validation
set. Performance comparisons between linear regression,
RNN, and Adagrad model of LSTM are also conducted. The
algorithm used in performance evaluation is Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Square Error (MSE). The
result of performance evaluation shows that LSTM model

(b)
Fig. 1. (a): Raw data, (b): Moving Average data

Fig. 3. Flow chart of the suggested PM10 forecast LSTM Model
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Table 1. LSTM Parameter Settings

Index
1
2
3
4
5
Index
1
2
3
4
5

Length of
Sequence
30
30
30
30
30
Length of
Sequence
30
30
30
30
30

Parameters

Hidden Node

Batch Size

Epoch

MSE

RMSE

500
500
500
500
500

7
7
7
7
7

20
30
40
50
60

1578.23
4.85
4.02
3.53
3.64

40.53
2.50
2.02
1.86
1.91

Parameters
Hidden Node

Batch Size

Epoch

MSE

RMSE

100
300
300
500
500

30
30
7
30
7

50
50
50
50
50

20.23
6.14
4.71
4.02
3.53

10.12
2.48
2.17
2.18
1.86

Therefore, it is used to compare and evaluate against the
RMSProp function of the LSTM model. The test results are
shown in Table 2.
Fig. 4 represents the changes in RMSE value and it is called
LSTM loss. This refers to the error value shown when
applying the model learned only with training set in LSTM
learning to the test set. By repeatedly learning the loss, the
RMSE value of the LSTM model is minimized.
This paper uses the LSTM model to forecast PM10. The
model was evaluated by comparing it with other research
models like ANN and linear regression.

using RMSProp showed 500% better performance than linear
regression and 100% better than the RNN model.
The total number of units of data used in the PM10 forecast
is 4,079, which is the total number of units of data--4,108-subtracted by 30 units of data after MA preprocessing. The
training set and test set are configured by using the repeated
sequence data. The training set used 3261 units of data,
whereas the validation set uses 98 units of data, which is 3%
of the training set. 818 units of data are configured and used as
the test set.
In order to compare the performance of the LSTM model
with that of other algorithms, the linear regression model,
RNN model and Adagrad model of LSTM are used for
comparison. Three models used the training set to learn in
sequential order, and when learning with the validation set, the
training set is also learned repeatedly. Lastly, the test set is
used to forecast on the model generated by the training set.
MSE and RMSE are used to evaluate. These algorithms are
good methods to view the differences between the forecast
data generated by a model and real-life data. For RMSE, if the
number is closer to 0, it represents better performance.
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 √

Table 2. Model Evaluation
MSE

RMSE

Linear Regression

105.54

10.27

RNN

3.71

1.96

3.53

1.86

3.91

1.98

LSTM
(RMSProp)
LSTM (Adagrad)

VII. CONCLUSION
The research result using data presented in this paper
showed that LSTM improved the performance of RMSE better
than linear regression by 500%. Upon comparing by using the
Adagrad-optimized function of the RNN and LSTM, the
RMSProp optimized model showed better performance by
100%.
However, the current result is a suggested paper on
univariate PM10 data using the LSTM model. Hence, it is
expected that further research will be required on the LSTM
forecast model with additional factors like climate and
disease. Furthermore, it is expected to forecast fine particulate
matter (PM2.5) by adding various factors.

∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1(𝑋𝑋𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 − 𝑋𝑋𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 )2
𝑛𝑛

In (4), 𝑋𝑋𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 is the real value, whereas 𝑋𝑋𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is the value
forecast by using the PM10 LSTM forecast model in time 𝑖𝑖.

The models used for performance review are linear
regression, RNN, and the LSTM (Adagrad [8], RMSProp)
model. The Adagrad optimization function of LSTM is one of
the most used optimization functions in non-stationary time
series, together with the RMSProp optimization function.
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